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Screen all serious injury cases forScreen all serious injury cases for
product liability claimsproduct liability claims

 AutoAuto

 WorkplaceWorkplace

 HomeHome
 ElectricalElectrical
 ToysToys

 Recreational ProductsRecreational Products



DonDon’’t Miss the Main Defendantt Miss the Main Defendant
In Your Product Liability CaseIn Your Product Liability Case



We find every responsible partyWe find every responsible party
because of our clientsbecause of our clients’’ needs. needs.



We find every responsible partyWe find every responsible party
because of our clientsbecause of our clients’’ needs. needs.



How to Screen a ProductHow to Screen a Product
Liability CaseLiability Case

 Preserve the EvidencePreserve the Evidence

 Inspect Product / Inspect SceneInspect Product / Inspect Scene

 Preliminary Accident ReconstructionPreliminary Accident Reconstruction
A review of the accident photos and accident report should allow aA review of the accident photos and accident report should allow a
good understanding of what happened.good understanding of what happened.

 Defect InvestigationDefect Investigation

 ExpertsExperts



Preserve the Evidence!Preserve the Evidence!
- Vehicle- Vehicle



Preserve the Evidence!Preserve the Evidence!
- Component Parts- Component Parts



Preserve the Evidence!Preserve the Evidence!
- Scene- Scene



Preserve the Evidence!Preserve the Evidence!
- Witnesses- Witnesses



What clues suggest a potentialWhat clues suggest a potential
product defect issue?product defect issue?

 Minor and severe injuries in one accidentMinor and severe injuries in one accident



What clues suggest a potentialWhat clues suggest a potential
product defect issue?product defect issue?

 Did something break or not operate as expected?Did something break or not operate as expected?

-  Was a belted occupant ejected?-  Was a belted occupant ejected?

-  Did an airbag fail to deploy?-  Did an airbag fail to deploy?

-  Did a seatbelt or seat part fail?-  Did a seatbelt or seat part fail?

 Did someone end up where they should not?Did someone end up where they should not?

-  Did a tire fail?-  Did a tire fail?

-  Did a front seat passenger end up in the back seat?-  Did a front seat passenger end up in the back seat?

-  Did a door come open?-  Did a door come open?



Accepting and Preparing theAccepting and Preparing the
Rollover Crashworthiness CaseRollover Crashworthiness Case

 Accepting a rollover crashworthinessAccepting a rollover crashworthiness
case is a calculated risk.case is a calculated risk.

 Vehicle manufacturers strenuouslyVehicle manufacturers strenuously
defend these cases.defend these cases.



Careful consideration should be givenCareful consideration should be given
before accepting cases involving:before accepting cases involving:

 High Speed or Severe ImpactHigh Speed or Severe Impact

 Intoxicated or Impaired DriversIntoxicated or Impaired Drivers

 Non-belted OccupantsNon-belted Occupants

 An Unavailable Product or ComponentAn Unavailable Product or Component

 Clients are not seriously and permanentlyClients are not seriously and permanently
injuredinjured



Partial List of CommonlyPartial List of Commonly
Encountered Auto Design Defects:Encountered Auto Design Defects:

 ROLLOVER ACCIDENTSROLLOVER ACCIDENTS

- Tire failure- Tire failure

- Sport utility vehicle instability- Sport utility vehicle instability

- 15 passenger van instability- 15 passenger van instability

- Lack of Electronic Stability Control (ESC)- Lack of Electronic Stability Control (ESC)



Partial List of CommonlyPartial List of Commonly
Encountered Auto Design Defects:Encountered Auto Design Defects:

 ROLLOVER CRASHWORTHINESSROLLOVER CRASHWORTHINESS

- Roof crush- Roof crush

- Seat belt slack- Seat belt slack

- Seat belt unlatching- Seat belt unlatching

- Lack of Ejection Protection- Lack of Ejection Protection

* Laminated glass* Laminated glass
* Door Opening* Door Opening



Partial List of CommonlyPartial List of Commonly
Encountered Auto Design Defects:Encountered Auto Design Defects:

 AIR BAGSAIR BAGS

- Air bag non-deployment- Air bag non-deployment

- Airbag deployment in low-speed impact- Airbag deployment in low-speed impact

 FUEL SYSTEM INTEGRITY - FIRESFUEL SYSTEM INTEGRITY - FIRES



TYPES OF PRODUCTTYPES OF PRODUCT
LIABILITY CLAIMS TOLIABILITY CLAIMS TO

CONSIDERCONSIDER



TIRE FAILURETIRE FAILURE





Daytona S/R P235/70R15



COMMON DEFENSESCOMMON DEFENSES

 UnderinflationUnderinflation

 Impact DamageImpact Damage

 Punctures / Improper RepairPunctures / Improper Repair

 Driver ControlDriver Control











FUEL FED FIRESFUEL FED FIRES





   Any post-collision fuel fed fire (   Any post-collision fuel fed fire (““PCFFFPCFFF””))
case should start from the concept that acase should start from the concept that a
reasonable criterion for fuel systemreasonable criterion for fuel system
crashworthiness is:crashworthiness is:

      That the vehicleThat the vehicle’’s fuel system will not leaks fuel system will not leak
in a crash from which the occupants canin a crash from which the occupants can
reasonably be expected to survive.reasonably be expected to survive.



   The design criteria proposed by General Motor   The design criteria proposed by General Motor’’ss
engineers Ronald engineers Ronald ElwellElwell and James Steger to GM and James Steger to GM
management in 1972 in the document known as themanagement in 1972 in the document known as the
““Abstract of Presentation on Fuel System IntegrityAbstract of Presentation on Fuel System Integrity””
is:is:

      ““A recommended level of fuel system performanceA recommended level of fuel system performance
is given for front, side and rear impacts, and rollover,is given for front, side and rear impacts, and rollover,
premised on the concept that occupants involved inpremised on the concept that occupants involved in
collisions which produce occupant impact forcescollisions which produce occupant impact forces
below the threshold level of fatality should be freebelow the threshold level of fatality should be free
from the hazard of post-collision fuel fires.from the hazard of post-collision fuel fires.””



FUEL SYSTEM FAILURE MODES:FUEL SYSTEM FAILURE MODES:

 Puncture of the Fuel TankPuncture of the Fuel Tank
 Tearing of the Fuel TankTearing of the Fuel Tank
 Hydrodynamic BurstingHydrodynamic Bursting
 Gas Cap Separation or MovementGas Cap Separation or Movement
 AbrasionAbrasion

 Failure of Miscellaneous FuelFailure of Miscellaneous Fuel
Tank Connections or Fuel LineTank Connections or Fuel Line
ConnectionsConnections



DESIGN SOLUTIONSDESIGN SOLUTIONS

 Fuel Tank LocationsFuel Tank Locations

 Safety Check ValvesSafety Check Valves

 ShieldingShielding



      Any time an occupant survivesAny time an occupant survives
the crash, they should not bethe crash, they should not be
exposed to the hazard of a post-exposed to the hazard of a post-
collision fuel fed fire.collision fuel fed fire.



LAMINATED GLASSLAMINATED GLASS



Ejection & GlazingEjection & Glazing

GLAZING (automotive glass) provides anGLAZING (automotive glass) provides an
important, often overlooked, element of aimportant, often overlooked, element of a
vehiclevehicle’’s occupant restraint system.s occupant restraint system.



LAMINATED GLASSLAMINATED GLASS

 A type of safety glass that holds togetherA type of safety glass that holds together
when shattered.when shattered.

 In the event of breaking, laminated glass isIn the event of breaking, laminated glass is
held in place by an interlayer of PVB.held in place by an interlayer of PVB.

 The interlayer keeps the layers of glassThe interlayer keeps the layers of glass
bonded even when broken.bonded even when broken.



Outer 
Glass Layer

Inner 
Glass Layer

.030 Polyvinyl Butyral (PVB) 
Plastic Interlayer

 HPR LAMINATED GLASS

Direction of 
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Laminated GlassLaminated Glass



Outer 
Annealed 
Glass Layer

Inner 
Annealed 
Glass Layer

Single 
Heat-Strengthened
Glass Layer

Polyvinyl Butyral (PVB) 
Plastic Interlayer

TEMPERED GLASS V. LAMINATED GLASS

LAMINATED GLASSTEMPERED GLASS



Would these windows minimizeWould these windows minimize
the risk of ejection?the risk of ejection?



Would these windows minimizeWould these windows minimize
the risk of ejection?the risk of ejection?



The glass is designed to
help mitigate the risk of
ejection for passengers
seated next to these
windows



 LACK OF  LACK OF ““ESCESC”” - -

ELECTRONICELECTRONIC
STABILITY CONTROLSTABILITY CONTROL



What is ESC?What is ESC?

   System of sensors, actuators and   System of sensors, actuators and
computers to enhance vehiclecomputers to enhance vehicle
directional stability directional stability –– prevent loss prevent loss
of control due toof control due to oversteer oversteer (spin-out) (spin-out)
or or understeer understeer (plow-out)(plow-out)



Desired Path

Under-steer
      Path

Over-steer  Path

Obstacle

Under-steer Correction

Over-steer Correction

         How Does ESC Work?



CURRENT STATE OF ESCCURRENT STATE OF ESC
IMPLEMENTATIONIMPLEMENTATION

 Available as standard equipment on manyAvailable as standard equipment on many
SUVs, luxury vehicles, and a limitedSUVs, luxury vehicles, and a limited
number of small size sedans.number of small size sedans.

 Optional on a small number of otherOptional on a small number of other
makes/models.makes/models.

 In 2006, the estimated ESC penetrationIn 2006, the estimated ESC penetration
was about 29%.was about 29%.



ESC EFFECTIVENESSESC EFFECTIVENESS

 NHTSA Evaluation of Effectiveness NHTSA Evaluation of Effectiveness ––
NHTSA Estimates that ESC will reduce single vehicle crashes by 34%NHTSA Estimates that ESC will reduce single vehicle crashes by 34%
for passenger cars and by 59% for SUVs.for passenger cars and by 59% for SUVs.

 Insurance Institute for Highway Safety Insurance Institute for Highway Safety ––
““If all vehicles were equipped with ESC, as many as 10,000 fatalIf all vehicles were equipped with ESC, as many as 10,000 fatal
crashes could be avoided each year.crashes could be avoided each year.””  IHS News Release 6/13/06.  IHS News Release 6/13/06.

 General Motors General Motors ––
““It looks like Electronic Stability Control is the most significantIt looks like Electronic Stability Control is the most significant
safety advancement since safety belts.safety advancement since safety belts.””  Robert Lange, Executive  Robert Lange, Executive
Director of GM Safety Center, 6/12/06.Director of GM Safety Center, 6/12/06.



OTHER TYPES OFOTHER TYPES OF
SEVERE INJURY CASESSEVERE INJURY CASES
MUST BE SCREENEDMUST BE SCREENED

FOR PRODUCT ISSUESFOR PRODUCT ISSUES



RECREATIONALRECREATIONAL
PRODUCTSPRODUCTS



RHINO ATVsRHINO ATVs



COMPLAINTS MADE ABOUTCOMPLAINTS MADE ABOUT
YAMAHA RHINOYAMAHA RHINO

 Design defects make it dangerouslyDesign defects make it dangerously
unstable.unstable.

 It is top heavy and prone to roll overIt is top heavy and prone to roll over
during turns at low speed.during turns at low speed.

 The tires are too small.The tires are too small.



WHAT INJURIES HAVEWHAT INJURIES HAVE
OCCURRED?OCCURRED?

 Serious injuries have been sustained bySerious injuries have been sustained by
both Rhino drivers and passengers inboth Rhino drivers and passengers in
rollover accidents.rollover accidents.

 Injuries have been so severe thatInjuries have been so severe that
amputation has been required.amputation has been required.

 Injuries have often included broken orInjuries have often included broken or
crushed arms, legs, feet and ankles.crushed arms, legs, feet and ankles.



WHAT IS YAHAMAWHAT IS YAHAMA’’SS
SPECIAL OFFER?SPECIAL OFFER?

 Rhinos manufactured by Yamaha from 2004-Rhinos manufactured by Yamaha from 2004-
2007 were sold without full or half doors.2007 were sold without full or half doors.

 In the 2008 Rhino, Yamaha has added the halfIn the 2008 Rhino, Yamaha has added the half
doors and handhold as standard equipment.doors and handhold as standard equipment.

 Yamaha announced it would install half doorsYamaha announced it would install half doors
and a passenger handhold for Rhinosand a passenger handhold for Rhinos
manufactured from 2004-2007 free of charge.manufactured from 2004-2007 free of charge.





OLOL’’ MAN MAN

TREESTANDSTREESTANDS



WORKPLACEWORKPLACE
INJURIESINJURIES



INDUSTRIAL FORKLIFTINDUSTRIAL FORKLIFT





HOUSEHOLDHOUSEHOLD
APPLIANCESAPPLIANCES



HOT WATER HEATERSHOT WATER HEATERS



     Screen all serious injury casesScreen all serious injury cases
for product liability claims.for product liability claims.

   Fulfill duty to clients toFulfill duty to clients to
identify identify allall responsible parties. responsible parties.

     DonDon’’t miss the main Defendant.t miss the main Defendant.




